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Abstract

This paper focuses on the design methodology of the MultiLingual Dictionary-System (MLDS), which is a human-oriented tool for assisting in the task of translating lexical units, oriented to translators and conceived from studies carried out with translators. We describe the model adopted for the representation of multilingual dictionary-knowledge. Such a model allows an enriched exploitation of the lexical-semantic relations extracted from dictionaries. As well, MLDS is supplied with knowledge about the use of the dictionaries in the process of lexical translation, which was elicited by means of empirical methods and specified in a formal language. The dictionary-knowledge along with the task-oriented knowledge are used to offer the translator active, anticipative and intelligent assistance.

1 Introduction: Machine-Assisted Translation and Dictionaries

Translation support tools have become a novel and promising branch in the field of machine-assisted translation in the last few years. Instead of fully-automatic machine translation, a partially automated way of translating has been promoted in the so-called "workstation approach". Thus, machines would cooperate with humans and they would complement the translators’ activity with the purpose of making the translation process easier and the resulting translation better.

In the early 80’s Martin Kay advocated a modest view in which machines were gradually allowed to take over certain functions in the overall translation process. He had the view of “Little steps for little feet!”

Along with this view, it has been observed that tools for translation cannot be made without the co-operation of human translators. In fact, machine translation research has not paid enough attention to human translators’ behaviour (Johnson and Whitelock 1987; Steiner 1993; Hauenschild 1993). We think that this is a serious methodological fault, and the obvious consequence is that systems are not constructed to accord with the translators’ activities. In turn, these tools lead
translators to change their behaviour, perhaps undesirably, rather than just assist them, which of itself can create further interaction problems as well. It is therefore necessary to formulate a theory of machine-assisted translation based on the experience of human translation and adapted to it. Such an approach would allow both designers and engineers to better customize the device used for machine-assisted translation. Nowadays commercial tools involved in translation, such as multilingual word processing (Cole et al. 1997), on-line dictionaries (see, for instance, http://members.tripod.com/~marquardt2/index-2.html) or translation memories (Dagan and Church 1994), are in widespread use. That is because machines are progressively being adapted to users’ needs.

1.1 Our proposal

Our approach, following P. Isabelle (1992), is to start from the study of the human translation process and to design a system based on translator’s activities. This principle has been applied in a strict way and it has entirely conditioned our design methodology and, as a consequence, the resulting system.

We are interested in the design of a help system specialised in the specific task of the translation process. Our primary aim is to limit the scope of the system to lexical translation. This idea is motivated by two principles that we noticed when working with human translators: i) the relevance of lexical translation, and ii) the lack of automatic assistance.

From our point of view, lexical choice is an important point in the translation process. Translators are often involved in the task of choosing suitable target lexical units that correspond with those that are in the source text. Such a task may not be easy or even simple and the behaviour of human translators when choosing lexical translations reflects complex cognitive processes. Taking this into account, we consider that a way of assisting translators in this activity is by offering usable lexical knowledge as well as information about the lexical translation task itself.

1.2 The Role of Dictionaries

Dictionaries, which are the most used tool in this process, do not seem able to deal with the problem of the lexical selection in its whole dimension. Neither conventional nor electronic dictionaries treat lexical-level translation as a difficult problem in which rich cognitive capabilities are necessary. It is true that in the electronic age the notion of a dictionary is changing, given that new ways of storing, retrieving, and updating lexical information have been developed. Nevertheless, they hardly conform to the cognitive processes involved in human lexical selection. Hence, we agree with (Fillmore and Atkins 1994) that the traditional lexicographic approach to word meaning must change in response to the demands of translators. A way of adapting could be to incorporate into a dictionary system both lexical knowledge and knowledge about the use of dictionaries when dealing with a lexical problem. In this way, the dictionary system becomes an active tool able to better support
the task of lexical translation, rather than being only a repository, more or less structured, of words and definitions.

In our opinion, the idea of the "active" dictionary introduced by (Martin and AI 1990) is particularly relevant: "...the use of a dictionary can be seen as a typical problem-solving activity, and user-orientation should involve both (static) knowledge and dynamic features (strategies, aims, needs) of the intended user". Even considering dictionaries as human user-oriented tools (traditional concept of the dictionary), they could incorporate "dynamic features" by means of appropriate computational functions.

This notion of a dictionary as a dynamic tool is adequate to be applied in the context of machine-assisted translation. Such a dictionary should be useful either when understanding source lexical items, when searching for equivalents, or even when predicting target lexical forms. For that, it needs to incorporate reasoning mechanisms in order to exploit the explicit and implicit information from the dictionary. Each information unit would be considered as a basic object in the global reasoning process. Furthermore, along with the usual information about the meaning of the entries, dictionaries should show how to use words in context. In other words, we advocate that dictionaries should actively cooperate in finding the correct translation.

It could seem that lexical-level assistance is a somewhat limited approach to a translator's workbench. But, on the contrary, we note that the lexical components of natural language processing applications are more and more important nowadays. For that reason, lexical assistance could be an important tool in machine-assisted translation.

The MultiLingual Dictionary system (MLDS) is proposed in this paper as a first phase of implementing our vision of a translation dictionary. In section 2 we describe the general principles that have guided the design of MLDS and its more relevant features. Section 3 discusses the modelling process and describes a model of the use of dictionaries during the translation task. This model is exploited in the MLDS system.

Section 4, describes the knowledge representation model adopted in MLDS to represent the lexical knowledge acquired from source dictionaries. Sections 5 and 6 present a functional view of MLDS. We first introduce the general features of the functionality of the system and then illustrate this functionality with examples. In section 7 some conclusions are drawn.

2 The Dictionary as an Expert System

In machine-assisted translation research, the design is, generally, characterised by what we think computer programs can do, rather than what really goes on when translators translate. We propose that the starting point in the design process should be observation, knowledge elicitation, and modelling of expertise. The resulting model will be transformed and made explicit into a system in the way that modern Knowledge Engineering advocates and supports.

In our application, the design of the active translation-oriented dictionary system
involves the use of Artificial Intelligence techniques, given that the desirable active behaviour has to be related to reasoning and deduction processes. From this point of view, we see the dictionary system as an expert system in the lexical translation process.

The starting point of MLDS is the Intelligent Dictionary Help System (IDHS) (Agirre et al. 1994), which is conceived as a monolingual (explanatory) dictionary system for human use (Artola and Evrard 1992). The system provides various access possibilities to data, allowing the user to deduce implicit knowledge from the explicit dictionary information. IDHS deals with reasoning mechanisms analogous to those used by humans when they consult a dictionary.

The design of MLDS has been structured in several steps as recommended by KADS\(^1\) ("Knowledge Acquisition and Documentation Structuring") methodology (Schreiber et al. 1993). Firstly, we have defined a conceptual model on how translators use dictionaries in order to find correct translations. The conceptual model is the starting point of the design process.

Secondly, the formal specification of the functional behaviour is defined. Finally, the architecture of the system is built in a way that makes the conceptual model executable. This model represents the process involved in the translation of words in context using lexical information.

The KADS design principles assisted in clearly distinguishing the levels of knowledge that MLDS manages. The levels, as defined using KADS, are the following:

- **Domain layer.** In our system the domain layer has been created from the dictionary contents. Entities and relations extracted from dictionaries have been described in a Dictionary Knowledge Base (DKB), according to relational lexical-semantic principles (see section 4).

- **Inference layer.** If we consider dictionaries as active tools, it is a logical conclusion to include the basic lexical-semantic inferences within the dictionary knowledge. Thus, dictionary-inferences are usable in different contexts. The domain and the inference layer are organised into different modules of the Dictionary Knowledge Base.

- **Task layer.** We specify how to combine inferences in order to achieve a given goal. The top-task of our model is the Translation of the Source Word. Tasks are laid out in a hierarchy, and hierarchical relations mean that, in order to achieve goals of the parent-tasks, it is necessary to combine and execute sub-tasks. The task layer reflects the knowledge we have elicited from human translators referring to the way words\(^2\) of the source language are translated into the target language using dictionaries.

- **Strategic layer.** It describes the way to interpret and dynamically combine the knowledge of the task layer in order to solve the lexical translation problem.

---

\(^1\) This methodology has been successfully applied in the design of knowledge-based systems. But, as far as we know, it has not been used in the design of machine-assisted translation systems

\(^2\) The term *word* must be understood *lato sensu*. It stands for simple words as well as for multi-word terms or idiomatic expressions.
The strategic layer is of dynamic nature in the sense that the actual state of the translation process is taken into account when deciding the most suitable task to be activated. Thus, the strategic layer can be seen as the manager and planner of the static knowledge resident in the task layer.

The activities being modelled by these layers should be supported by a specific and modularized architecture. In figure 1, the physical architecture of MLDS is shown. It is composed of seven modules: three of them are data-modules, and the remainder are operational ones.

In the object level we can distinguish three modules:

- The Dictionary-Knowledge Base (DKB), that is, the repository of lexical and semantic knowledge. The domain and inference layers are set in the DKB.
- The task-structure, that contains knowledge about the lexical translation process, corresponding to the task layer. This information is obtained by a modelling process, as described in section 3.
- The working-memory is the storage of the state of the activity. It is used when choosing the task to be executed during the translation process.

Two operational modules interact directly with the object level. They constitute the meta-level of the system:

- The task-planner decides which task must be executed at each moment.
• The task-trigger activates the primitive tasks and updates the working-memory.

In the external level other two operational modules are placed:

• The scheduler manages control and data-flow.
• The interface-manager controls the input/output and the dialogues with the translator.

In section 5, we will explain how these modules work together.

3 Modelling the Use of Dictionaries in Translation

From our view, as tools for translation cannot be satisfactorily designed without the co-operation of human translators, any attempt to incorporate task-dependent behaviour into a dictionary system should begin with a study of the tasks involved and the users’ interaction with a dictionary.

Certainly, it would be desirable to have a well-founded theory about this kind of use and interaction. The use of dictionaries has been previously researched from different perspectives, (Hartman 1985; Atkins and Knowles 1990; Nuccorini 1994), however, a general theory has not been presented to date.

Our work has been fundamentally empirical. We have not limited our work to a questionnaire-based method to collect information. With questionnaires, as Hather-all remarks (84), it is not easy to know what subjects are really saying what they do, what they think they do, or what they think they ought to do. As an alternative, we have used both direct observation and personal interviews as presented below:

a) Direct observation protocols. The translators were given several texts to be translated (in our case French and Basque texts) along with several dictionaries (monolingual and bilingual with different characteristics) in order to record their problems, the solutions they adopted, and the tasks they carried out. The aim was to characterise the activity of human translators by observing the task of translating words, expressions, context-dependent phrases and even paragraphs (rarely). Each time the human translator used a dictionary, the unit to be translated, the dictionary used, the consulted dictionary entry and the type of consultation were recorded.

b) Personal interviews with professional translators. These interviews have allowed us to detect different uses of the dictionary according to their experience in the subject. Additional questions were posed to the experts: what characteristics a dictionary should have in order to be useful when translating, their interest about having computerised dictionaries and their expected functionality, and so on.

The data extracted leads us to interesting considerations, although some of them are already well-known: i) both occasional and expert translators need different and adaptable help services, ii) some translators, mainly occasional ones, find bilingual dictionaries very useful, iii) access to multi-word terms is usually unavailable in dictionaries, iv) context is important when translating a text, v) dictionaries
for translation should give grammatical and usage information, vi) the proximity between languages is helpful, but attention must be paid to "false friends", and dictionaries should prevent them. These considerations have been implicitly incorporated into our model.

3.1 Other models

One of the conclusions we extracted from our study lies in the fact that the use of the dictionary must be seen as a process, rather than as a specific action. In (Neubach and Cohen 1988) this idea is consistently encouraged, suggesting no complete approach to the use of dictionaries can be made without analysing this process.

Some attempts to model the use of dictionaries in translation have been already carried out. In a research study made in the School of Translation and Interpreting of Maastricht (Starren and Thelen 1990), the use of dictionaries is organised in four steps: discovering meaning, finding receptor language equivalents, checking meaning of receptor language item, and formulation of final translation.

Different models of the translation process are presented in (Sager 1994). These models exhibit certain limitations which make them unsuitable for our specific purpose such as:

- they are made in a statically descriptive way which idealises the process. No indication is given of the nature or complexity of the mental processes involved.
- they are theoretically-speculative and not based on empirical data.
- they do not account for task specifications.

In order to manage our approach, we need a model formal enough to be computerised, and furthermore, we want to focus on the translation of word-forms. For these reasons, a different way of modelling lexical translation is proposed.

3.2 Description of the model: a general view

Starting from what we have observed and recorded, the model of the use of dictionaries when translating words has been formalised into three steps i.e., the conceptualisation, the specification and the operationalisation.

In the conceptualisation step the space of the problem was bounded by distinguishing and classifying the entities involved in it. We have classified the entities into three types: objects/roles, subtasks and states.

The specification has consisted of clearly describing the entities and their relations. It is a task-oriented specification, given that tasks can be seen as the core entities where objects and state are described and related.

Finally, the operationalisation has dealt with the way of carrying out the specified tasks. In this step we are concerned with the strategy of the translator, and therefore we have used an algorithmic language.

The model of expertise obtained in the elicitation process is stored in the task-structure module of the system. The knowledge contained in the task-structure
reflects different strategies, tasks and ways of using dictionaries by translators (see Appendix 1, figures 8, 9, 10). Figure 2 shows the top level of such a structure.

In our model, we consider tasks as divided into composite (expressed by uppercase in figures) and primitive ones (lowercase in figures).

The composite tasks are described as non-trivial processes to be decomposed into subtasks when they are carried out. At the same time, each one of these subtasks can be decomposed further into more subtasks. The process continues until the composite tasks are decomposed into primitive tasks.

Primitive tasks refer to the primitive actions –or cognitive steps– identified as useful for translators when trying word translations. The primitive tasks constitute the procedural knowledge (methods in the sense of object-orientation) associated to the entities of the dictionaries. For example, the rths (thesaurus-like search of concepts) action is one of the twenty five primitive tasks defined in the model. This action performs the search for lexical units, based on some constraints, in case the user has an imprecise idea about the exact concept s/he is looking for. The primitive task rths would be preferentially used when verifying the meaning of a source word or when finding a production hypothesis which are its parent-tasks.

The execution of the composite tasks is controlled at the strategic-level of the system, based on the information contained in the task-structure.

We will illustrate these ideas with the TARGET\_WORD\_GENERATION composite task (the last subtask to be performed to solve the main task) in figure 2. It is executed to get a suitable word that corresponds to the source word to be inserted in the context; in other words, its output is the corresponding target lexical word-form corresponding to a (pre-lexical) meaning, translation of the source lexical concept (figure 3). Some prerequisites must be fulfilled to activate this task: there is a source concept to be translated to an equivalent concept in the target language, the meaning and the morphological information associated to the source concept is well-known, the context in which it has appeared is also known; as well, the system knows some features about the translator.
In our empirical model, four subtasks are involved in the resolution of the task: FINDING_GENERATION_HYPOTHESES whose goal is to produce the target word-form, given that the translator has enough knowledge about the translation of the source concept; DISCRIMINATING_GENERATION_HYPOTHESES which focuses on discriminating between the possible productions of the target concept by looking at their properties; GENERATION_HYPOTHESIS_VERIFICATION which verifies whether the final hypothesis for the target concept is correct in the context in which the source concept has appeared; and finally the composite subtask (FROM_THE_DICTIONARY_ENTRY_TO_THE_LEXICAL_UNIT) whose objective is to produce the final word-form which would be used as the translation of the source word-form. As can be seen in figure 3, these subtasks are expressed in terms of other subtasks, which in this case are primitive actions.

The description of the tasks is expressed in CML (Conceptual Modelling Language), which is one of the languages used in the CommonKADS methodology (Schreiber et al., 94). Each task, either composite or primitive, has a descriptive-frame in the task-structure. The TARGET_WORD_GENERATION task, for instance, is specified as follows:

```
task-knowledge
  task#36: target_word_generation
  task-specification
    task-definition
      goal: to get a word that corresponds to the source word word and is suitable to be inserted in the context.
      input: target_concept: concept
target_definition: definition
      output: target_unit: lexical_unit
    task-body
```
type: composite
parents: translating_the_source_word
sub-tasks: finding_generation_hypothesis,
          discriminating_generation_hypothesis,
          generation_hypothesis_verification,
          from_the_dictionary_entry_to_the_lexical_unit
additional-roles:
  context: text_model,
  translator: translator_model,
  languages: language*,
  list_of Productions: concept*,
  ?verified: boolean,
  target_entry: dictionary_entry,
  target_morphology: morphology
acceptance-conditions³:
  (available_concept(target_concept)) or
  (available_definition(target_definition))
competence-conditions⁴:
  (produced_unit(target_unit))
control-structure:
  -- algorithm which reflects the control
  -- to carry out the task

Primitive tasks are specified in a similar way. Below we present the description
of the rths (thesaurus-like search of concepts) primitive task:

task-knowledge
  task#24: rths
  task-specification
  task-definition
  goal: to find the concepts that satisfy a given set of
        constraints
  input: constraint_expression: expression,
         preferred_dictionary: dictionary,
         result_language: language
  output: list_of_concepts: concept*
  task-body
  type: primitive
  parents: meaning_verification,
           finding_generation_hypothesis
  sub-tasks: nil

³ The acceptance field states which conditions should be present in the working memory
of the system for a task to be executable.
⁴ The competence field states which conditions will be held in the working memory of
the system, once a task has been executed.
additional-roles:
result_concepts_variable: variable

3.3 An overview of the primitive tasks

As we have already mentioned, primitive tasks refer to the basic actions carried out by translators when using dictionaries. Hence, they can become procedural units that can be directly executed by the system. These primitive tasks are classified according to the composite tasks where they occur.

3.3.1 Source text understanding

The definition request (ddef) is the core function in the word understanding task. It takes as input a concept, an explanatory-level, a dictionary and a language, giving a definition as output. The following example is a definition query for the meaning of guêpe (wasp) in the Le Plus Petit Larousse (LPPL) French dictionary, with inherited as the explanatory-level. The result is the textual definition along with other extra information ("inherited") that, not being explicit in the dictionary (in italics in the example), is deduced by MLDS.

User.- ddef (guêpe I 1, inherited, LPPL, French, ?D)
System.- Wasp is an articulated hymenopterous insect with sting and legs:
A bumblebee is a wasp;
A wasp’s nest has wasps.

Other functions related to this task are: reformulation of a definition (rdef), definition verification (vdef), request of properties of a concept (dpro), verification of properties of a concept (upro), request of differences for two concepts (ddif), request of relationships between two concepts (drap), verification of relationships between two concepts (vrap), thesaurus-like search of concepts (rths), morphological analysis of a word form (analy) and request of examples (exam).

3.3.2 Searching for the equivalent

MLDS offers a set of primitive tasks in order to accomplish the complex task of searching for a suitable equivalent. The search for potential translation equivalents (equin), the search for syntactic constructions that correspond to a given pattern (synt_pat) and the semantic compatibility between concepts according to a given relation (comp_sem) are the most relevant ones.

3.3.3 Target unit production

This task involves the thesaurus-like search of concepts (rths), the lexical collocation (colloc), the lexical form production (prod), and the verb-regime (ver-reg).
This is an example of the use of rths:

User.-  rths (((and (?X HYPERONYME |consumer I 1))
       (?X AGENT |feu I 1)));
       LPPL, Basque, ?X, ?LC)

The user asks for verbs in Basque
to consume with agent fire

System.-  LC=(|izeki I 1, |kiskali I 1)
to burn, to blacken.

4 The Dictionary Knowledge Base

The DKB is an important part of the MLDS System. The contents of the domain
and inference layers have been represented in the DKB. A typed frame-based model
has been used where concepts are represented by units that are interrelated by slots
representing lexical-semantic relations. The proposed model allows us to represent
different dictionaries of different languages. Each dictionary is treated in a uniform
way and is represented as an enrichment of the representation used for monolingual
dictionaries in previous works (Agirre et al. 1993a). The design of the DKB is based
on the following principles:

A) Relational representation model. We extracted from the analysis of dictionary
definitions different types of relations (Artola 1993) such as: synonymy and
antonymy, taxonomic relations as hypernymy/hyponymy -obtained from def-
ingsitions of type "genus et differentia"-, and taxonomy itself -expressed by
means of specific relators such as sorte de and espèce de, belonging to the
lexicographic description metalanguage-, meronymy, and others.

B) Typed information. Different types of objects have been defined and the pro-
posed representation for them captures the common features which will be
inherited. Fundamentally these types of objects represent attributes related to
the lexical and semantic information. These descriptions constitute the
meta-knowledge of the DKB.

C) Integration of multiple monolingual dictionaries. After studying different pos-
sibilities, our proposal considers that each monolingual dictionary defines its
own separate conceptual world. However, between these separate worlds (dic-
tionaries) there are common units which will be linked by means of equivalence
relations.

D) Integration of multilingual dictionaries in a bilingual environment. Two mod-
els are considered as significant: Interlingual and Transfer. While the former
proposes an intermediate representation for establishing the links between
concepts or words from the source language to the target language, the lat-
ter establishes the links directly. In our system, word-senses are interlinked
by means of complex transfer-relations. These relations allow us to represent
different important phenomena: lexical gaps, translation of idioms, partial
equivalence between word-senses, and so on.

E) Modularity. This aspect has guided us when deciding on the representation
and types of objects to be used or on the integration of different monolingual and bilingual dictionaries. In our case, monolingual components have been represented independently of each other. The bilingual environment puts them into correspondence.

F) Help in the translation process. Some aspects of the translation process itself must be taken into account in order to create a useful tool. Based on our experience, we have considered different types of information as useful: meaning, morphological, and syntactical information expressed by means of the following features: subcategory, idioms, collocations, and selectional restrictions.

G) Capability for making inferences. Using this capability, implicit information contained in the dictionary is made explicit.

4.1 Architecture of the Knowledge Base

The knowledge base of MLDS has been built to support the information included in two Basque and French dictionaries, but it offers a general framework for different languages. In the present version, the system is composed of four main knowledge bases: SDMOL1 and SDMOL2 contain monolingual information concerning the source and target languages respectively, whereas SBL1/2 links concepts from SDMOL1 with concepts in SDMOL2. The meta-knowledge level about basic objects used in all these DKB’s is included in the $S/STRUCTURES$ placed on the top level of the hierarchy (for a general view, see figure 6 in section 4.3).

4.2 Monolingual Environment

The monolingual modules (SDMOL1 and SDMOL2) are composed of the following three KB’s (see figure 4):

KB-THESAURUS is the representation of the dictionary as a semantic network of frames, where each frame represents a one-word concept (word sense) or a phrasal concept. Phrasal concepts represent phrase structures associated with the occurrence of concepts in meaning definitions in the KB-DICTIONARY. Frames are interrelated by slots representing lexical-semantic relations to other frames such as synonymy, taxonomic relations (hylomorph, hyponymy), meronymic relations and specific relations realised by means of meta-linguistic relators. Other slots contain phrasal, meta-linguistic, and general information.
KB-DICTIONARY represents the entries (words) of the dictionary; they are directly linked to their corresponding senses in the KB-THESAURUS.

KB-STRUCTURES contains meta-knowledge about concepts and relations described in KB-DICTIONARY and KB-THESAURUS: value ranges, inheritance modes, etc.

Figure 5 gives a partial view of the three knowledge bases which form the DKB with their corresponding units and their inter/intra relationships.

In the KB-THESAURUS, some of the links representing lexical-semantic relations are created when building the initial version of the knowledge base, while others are deduced later by means of specially conceived deduction mechanisms (Agirre et al. 1994c). When a dictionary entry like *spatule I f*: *sorte de cuiller plate* (a kind of flat spoon) is processed, new concept units are created in KB-THESAURUS (and in KB-DICTIONARY) and linked to others previously included in it. Due to the effect of these links new values for some properties are propagated through the resulting taxonomy.

Figure 5 also shows the types of concepts used: *spatule I f* and *cuiller I f* are noun definitions and considered subclasses of ENTITIES while *plat I f* (an adjective) is a subclass of QUALITIES. The phrasal concept unit representing the noun phrase *cuiller plate* is treated as a hyponym of its nuclear concept *(cuiller I f)*.

---

--- SUBCLASS link
----- MEMBER-OF link (instance)
(1)_ Taxonomic Relation: HYPERNYM/HYPONYM
(2)_ Specific (meta-linguistic) relation: KIND-OF/KIND-OF+INV
(3)_ PROPERTY/PROPERTY+INV relation
(4)_ ENTRY-WORD / WORD-SENSE relation

Fig. 5. The French monolingual Dictionary Knowledge Base.
Our representation model allows the integration of different monolingual dictionaries. This is a hard task considering that, in some sense, each dictionary defines its own conceptual world. Nevertheless, equivalence relations among the concepts represented in the dictionaries have been established and represented. Knowing the difficulty of mapping among concepts from different dictionaries, only those links which map clearly equivalent concepts are proposed.

4.3 Bilingual Environment

In the bilingual environment, SBL1/2, two monolingual submodules are related by means of a Bilingual Module. The monolingual modules have been described above, here we describe the bilingual module in which links among the corresponding concepts of each monolingual environment are established. Note that the definitions of concepts of the monolingual environments do not change when they are integrated into the bilingual environment.

KB-S/Bilingual: This module includes the definition of the classes and attributes needed in the representation of the Bilingual Dictionary. Three different classes have been defined:

A) Source-Unit Class: Defines the type of the link between the unit of the Bilingual Dictionary and its corresponding concept of the Monolingual Dictionary. It is represented by the equivalence relation.

B) Target-Unit Class: The same as the previous but referring to target-units.

C) Bilingual Unit Class: Characterises the meaning information about the equivalence relation itself. Different attributes are used in this model in order to enrich the bilingual links between concepts of different languages. Some of them follow:

- level-of-equivalence: Represents the level of equivalence between the linked units. Three different levels of equivalence are proposed to characterise these links. One level represents that the concept of the source language is more general than its corresponding concept in the dictionary of the target language. A second level represents greater specificity, and the third level expresses conceptual equivalence.

- type of equivalence: The model of representation proposed permits us to establish two types of equivalence. Those which relate two concepts are named conceptual and those which relate concepts with phrasal concepts are named syntagmatic.

In the KB-S/BILINGUAL module (in our case KB-Basque/French) the information contained in our Basque/French Bilingual Dictionary is represented.

When a bilingual dictionary entry like spatule: a kind of flat spoon is processed, a new unit is created and the corresponding links with the monolingual dictionaries (source and target) are established by means of the EQUIVALENCE and the REPRESENTATIVE+INV relations.

An example of the bilingual environment follows (see figure 6). This figure shows
Fig. 6. General view of the Knowledge Base of the system.

the general organisation of the global DKB in which the correspondences between
the monolingual and bilingual environments are established.

4.4 Translation-oriented Knowledge

As a result of the study about the use of dictionaries performed with human trans-
slators, the need for including other types of knowledge in our system has been
detected. In this group we include morphological, lexical and syntactic information.
In our system, the treatment of each of these types of knowledge implies the
addition of new attributes and relations.

4.5 Size and contents of the DKB

A prototype of MLDS has been built. The size of both monolingual and bilingual
environments of the MLDS prototype is explained next.

- Monolingual environments

  A) Basque Dictionary Knowledge Base: It contains 168 entries, each one rep-
representing one word. The KB-THESAURUS contains 305 conceptual units;
89 in the DEFINITIONS class, 90 in REFERENCES and, 126 corresponding to phrasal concepts.

B) French Dictionary Knowledge Base: the knowledge base corresponding to 2007 entries of the LPPL has been created semi-automatically (Artola 1993). A subset of the Knowledge base was selected: It contains 541 entries, each one representing one word. KB-THESSAURUS contains 1139 conceptual units; 418 in the DEFINITIONS class, 513 in REFERENCES, and 208 corresponding to phrasal concepts.

- Bilingual environment
  - Our KB-BASQUE/FRENCH contains 158 Units in the SOURCE Class, 190 included in the TARGET Class, and 208 BASQUE/FRENCH units.

## 5 Functional Vision of MLDS

A computerised system with abilities to translate words could be used as an autonomous tool with a limited functionality. Basically, such a tool would translate a given word from one language into another. However, we prefer the MLDS to be human assistance-oriented and integrated into a more general framework. Namely, we are interested in endowing the MLDS with the means of interacting with the human translator. This interaction will enrich the performance of the human translator if it preserves some rules:

- The translator must be responsible for the translation of words. The dictionary system will help him/her, but decisions must be made by the human user. MLDS does not play the role of the translator.
- MLDS ought to show the real complexity of the task, warning the translator about problems and risks, and proposing different ways of finding, choosing or verifying. From our view, a system that helps by this process is much better than one which merely gives a proposal for a translation. The former system supports a decision without making it, the latter makes a decision without supporting it.
- The behaviour of the MLDS has to be transparent, nothing is to be hidden from the user. This rule is closely related to the relevance of the process itself.
- MLDS must adapt to the state of the translation when interacting. In a translation-state, conditions of the translator, of the languages, or referring to the objects and tasks can appear. It is particularly relevant to take into account the context of the word to be translated. MLDS will use the context when executing help-functions.
- MLDS should demonstrate intelligent behaviour, exploiting its deduction and anticipation capabilities.
- MLDS must not be annoying. We completely agree with (Hutchins and Somers 1992) in 153-154: “The difficulty with this kind of interactive system is that there are often so many interactions for a single sentence that it might have been quicker for the user to translate from scratch. Furthermore, it is frustrating and irritating to have constant repetitions of the same interactions with the same lexical items”.

...
Therefore, the system ought to avoid interfering. From a "non obtrusive point of view" this is a central quality feature of an intelligent help system (Krause et al. 1993).

- MLDS should combine active and passive modes of aiding the user, by answering questions or queries as well as by giving unsolicited advice.

The system architecture shown in section 2 allows preservation of these rules by means of different strategies that are applied depending on the context in which the translation is carried out.

### 5.1 Use Strategies

The system can be roughly seen as a help system in the way shown by, for example, (Fischer et al. 1984; Breuker 1990). Nevertheless, it has extra features to maintain fluent and enriched interaction with the translator.

Three types of help-strategies have been designed.

- Question-answer strategy. This is the strategy followed when the user poses questions, i.e. passive help as in traditional systems. The translator requires information from the dictionary system by means of direct queries. There is a correspondence between these queries and the primitive tasks of the conceptual model. Each query activates a primitive function of the inference layer in the dictionary knowledge base. The task-trigger is supposed to update the working-memory in order to register the state of the translation.

- Feedback interacting strategy. In this strategy, as in the question-answer one, it is the translator who consults the dictionary-system by means of basic functions, but in this case the complexity of the function leads the system to ask for help from the user. Usually these kind of dialogues are due to the need for binding or disambiguating. The user could answer the system in order to improve its performance, however, answering is optional and users are not forced to do it. The dialogue is guided by the interface-manager.

- Autonomous behaviour. MLDS decides by itself to help the user, supposing that s/he needs it. This is what is known as active help in the literature (Breuker 1990). Typically, active help systems assist the user when error situations are produced. However, in our case it is not easy to detect when erroneous dictionary-queries are being made. This is why, instead of adopting this approach of active assistance, we have designed the autonomous behaviour as a way of giving complementary information whenever possible.

Such an autonomous process is activated when the system detects that a query-sequence has been interrupted without concluding the translation. In this situation the MLDS presumes that the translator does not know how to follow and decides to use the knowledge about the translation process it holds.

The complementary information is displayed in a specific window without interfering in the translators activity. If the translator considers that the complementary information is interesting, s/he uses it, if not, s/he can ignore it.
Fig. 7. Running of the autonomous process.

Following, we present the algorithm for controlling the running of this strategy:

1. The scheduler decides to start the autonomous processing, and passes the control to the task-planner (step 1 in figure 7).
2. The task-planner determines which is the most suitable primitive task to be activated by consulting the working-memory and some slots of the task-structure (namely the acceptance-conditions and the control-structure). It corresponds to steps 2 and 3 of figure 7.
3. The planner informs the trigger about the chosen task. Steps 4 and 5.
4. The trigger carries out the task updating the working-memory (steps 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10).
5. The interface manager shows the retrieved information to the translator in an auxiliary window (steps 11, 12, and 13).

In figure 7 these 5 stages are unfolded into 13 steps.
Steps 2 to 13 are repeated until the autonomous execution is ended. This process could be interrupted either by finding a complete satisfactory lexical translation, or when continuation is not possible, or when the translator changes the translation state. Obviously, during the autonomous process no feedback interaction is possible.

6 An Example of Using MLDS

As explained above, our system works in different ways, so that it has several strategies for interacting with translators. Here we will illustrate these strategies by means of the evolution of a session. For each strategy we will make a brief description, give the context in which the interaction takes place, describe the interaction itself and provide some remarks to clarify different aspects of the treatment.
6.1 First Strategy: Question-Answer Strategy

The system answers the question posed by the user.

Context

Let us take the Basque word "etxaldean" as the source unit to be translated from Basque into French.

The translator knows that the lemma of this word is "etxalde" and decides to pose a query to MLDS in order to clarify its meaning. MLDS will answer the query. This situation seems similar to a look-up in a dictionary but it is interesting to remark that the information given to the user is enriched by other information inherited from the representation and obtained by means of an inference process, as explained in (Agirre et al. 1994c).

Interaction

The set of queries is previously defined and corresponds to the primitive tasks. In this case, let us suppose that the user wants to know the definition of “etxalde”. S/he will use the ddef (definition request) primitive task.

User.- ddef (etxalde I 1), inherited, LPPL, Basque
MLDS.- Etxalde: Nekazaritzako lurrak dituen etxea, familia bat bizi dena
"Etxalde" is a house with lands used for farming, where a family lives

Remarks

Users have some graphic facilities, both for questioning and for receiving the given information. The answer is the text found in the dictionary along with complementary information that has been deduced. Inference abilities are exploited in this looking-up process.

6.2 Second Strategy: Feedback Interacting Strategy

Some types of questions do not have a simple resolution. Answering these questions involves decision-making. In these cases, information from the user could be helpful, so the system has to operate on a collaborative task.

Context

Let us suppose that after reading the answer given in the previous interaction and, due to the fact that the definition of "etxalde" suggests another Basque word ("baserri") to the translator, the user wants to know the differences between both Basque words.

Interaction

Disambiguation processes are commonly involved in this kind of interaction.

By means of ddef querying it is possible to ask what the differences between "etxalde" and "baserri" are (two words the translator cannot differentiate).

etxaldean stands for "in the house environment" or "in the farm".
User. - ddif (etxalde|baserrri)
Which are the differences between the Basque words 'etxalde' and 'baserrri'?

When the system tries to answer this question, it finds that one of the terms in the question is ambiguous and that it can have two possible meanings. In order to give a final answer this ambiguity must be resolved between the two possible meanings and the appropriate one chosen. The user is asked about this.

Different options are presented and the user is asked to select one.
MLDS.- baserrri has two meanings.
Please choose one of them or continue if you want an automatic resolution:
   |baserrri I 1|⁶ : ³ lurraldea⁷
   |baserrri I 2|: ³ etxea⁸

The system will make the choice given by the user, if so, and go on with the initial task. In case the user doesn't give any answer the system will make it automatically from the options (the first probably), and it will continue. In the latter case, the quality of the answer cannot be guaranteed.

For our purpose, we will suppose that the user selects the second option: |baserrri I 2|. Once the selection has been made, the system is capable of giving an answer to the former question.

MLDS.- |baserrri I 2|: lurruk dituena
       |etxalde I 1|: lurruk dituena

No differences are detected. It is noted that both |baserrri I 2| and |etxalde I 1| have lands.

Remarks
This interaction does not interfere with the activities of the human translator. Interacting with MLDS is just optional.

6.3 Third Strategy: Autonomous Behaviour

Context
When no explicit questions are presented to the system three possible situations may be occurring:

- **Situation 1**: The translator has already found a -probable- satisfactory translation. In this case complementary information could be useful for verifying the translation or, on the contrary, it might cause the translation to be changed because it shows hidden meanings or unexpected usage-features.

⁶ |baserrri I 1| and |baserrri I 2| represent the two meanings associated to baserrri and ³ indicates that the term that follows is more general than the concept on the left: |baserrri I 1|. So, in this case, both meanings |baserrri I 1| and |baserrri I 2| are expressed in terms of more general concepts.
⁷ |baserrri I 1|: farm area.
⁸ |baserrri I 2|: farm house
• *Situation 2:* Although the translator does not detect it, actually there is usable information in the dictionary that could be helpful. The trouble does not lie in the dictionary, but in the strategy of using it. This kind of obstacle does not have to be undervalued (Nuccorini 1994). With such an hypothesis it is expected that the autonomous behaviour will help.

• *Situation 3:* The dictionary has no information about the required translation. Any attempt to help based on the dictionary will be a failure.

Without really knowing which of the three described situations occurs, the system begins its autonomous process based on the contents of the working-memory where the available information, obtained from the user or automatically inferred, is stored.

{Partial view of the working-memory:
  (user-model
    (preferred-language Basque)
    (preferred-dictionary HLEH)
    (source-language-knowledge good)
    (target-language-knowledge good)
    (expertise little))
  (text-model
    (type book-for-children)
    (left-context 
      ....)
    (right-context 
      ....))
  (basic-roles
    (source-language Basque)
    (target-language French)
    (source-unit etxaldean)
    (source-entry etxalde)
    (source-concept etxalde I 1)
    (source-definition 
      
      )
    (source-form-morphology (noun, inessive, singular))
    (target-concept ?)
    (target-unit ?))
}

At this point, as no questions are posed by the user, the scheduler passes control to the task-planner. This module consults the working-memory, that is, storage of the state of the translation, and the task-structure, that is knowledge about the lexical translation process, and decides which task is the most suitable to be activated.

**Interaction**

In the following example, the chosen task is "to-look-for-equivalent". The trigger executes the task and the result of the execution will be presented on the interface-window without directly interfering with the activity of the translator.

User.→ LOOK-FOR-EQUIVALENT (etxaldean)
MLDS: A Translator-oriented MultiLingual Dictionary System

When the system tries to answer this question, it finds that there can be three French concept equivalents to the one of question. The three concepts are presented to the user.

The results of "look-for-equivalent" task is presented in the window and the user can chose one to use it or not.

MLDS.- In this example, three French concepts are presented:

$((\text{ferme I 4} | ^9 0.5) $ $ (\text{bâtiment I 10} | ^10 0) )$ $ (\text{maison I 1} | ^11 0) )$ $ 

The system needs only one of them to go on with the autonomous process. It takes the first option and continues selecting another task. In this situation the definition request of \text{ferme I 4} is automatically selected by MLDS.

Similar to what happened in the previous step, the produced output is shown and the system goes on producing new hints.

The definition of \text{ferme I 4} is shown in French.

MLDS.- (AND (\text{ferme I 4} HYPERONYME \text{domaine I 1} $ ^{12}$ ) $ (\text{ferme I 4} \text{ ETAT affermer I 1#1} ^{13})$ 

This sense of ferme stands for a rented farm.

In an advanced step of the autonomous process a translation of the source unit will be proposed.

MLDS.- "etxaldean" translated as "dans la ferme" $ ^{14}$

Remarks
The last translation is achieved by integrating grammar functions into the system, that is, morphological analysis and generation that work as primitive tasks.

During this process the system may provide complementary help by means of examples, additional information and so on. The offered set of hints may assist the translator in the final decision.

7 Conclusions
We have presented MLDS, a computational dictionary system for human translators. This system was conceived to assist human users in the task of translating lexical units. In this presentation we have focused on the design-structure and the functional behaviour of the system, rather than on implementation details.

From a methodological point of view, it is innovative that the design of MLDS is based on the analysis of real human behaviour instead of a given theory. A model of the use of dictionaries when translating has been defined, and this model, written in a formal task-specification language, has been adapted to be executable.

---

$^9$ \text{ferme I 4}: farm

$^{10}$ \text{bâtiment I 10}: building, edifice

$^{11}$ \text{maison I 1}: house

$^{12}$ \text{domaine I 1}: domain

$^{13}$ \text{affermier I 1#1}: to rent

$^{14}$ "dans la ferme" French for "in the farm"
E. Agirre and others

The specification and classification of the different types of knowledge as well as the design model of the system has been made using the principles of the KADS knowledge-engineering methodology.

The Dictionary Knowledge Base (DKB) is worthy of a quite detailed description. A frame-based representation model for dealing with multilingual lexical knowledge has been proposed. The basis of such a model was established previously for a monolingual knowledge base (Agirre et al. 1996). Upon this basis some enrichments such as the treatment of the multilinguality, or the incorporation of specific translation-oriented knowledge has been introduced.

Concerning its functionality, MLDS works as an active help system. It is designed to be adaptable (it takes into account the state of the translation process), anticipative (it tries to anticipate the user’s queries), and intelligent (with deduction abilities).

A prototype of MLDS has been implemented on a SUN machine using the KEE knowledge engineering environment. The future goal of this research is to implement a friendly interface and enhance the prototype allowing us to test, validate and evaluate the adopted model with human translators.
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